EXPANDING HEALTHCARE IN NORTHERN INDIA: CM, HARYANA FLAGS OFF THE MMU

EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES FOR HEALTH & NUTRITION

OPINION

The Dedication of oneself to service is a remarkable endeavor in itself. Citizens Foundation is the name of the organization that strives to make it meaningful. Its founder, Mr. Ganesh Reddy, has carried out commendable work through his organization, setting a benchmark for every individual and organization in society. The impact of Citizens Foundation brings significant changes in remote rural areas, particularly in areas of health and Nutrition. They have also made significant strides in the direction of self-employment and training. Team at Citizens Foundation works with the same level of sensitivity and dedication as Mr. Ganesh Reddy himself. My heartfelt best wishes to Team Citizens Foundation for future endeavors.

Shri Sanjay Seth
Hon’ble (MP) Member of Parliament, Ranchi

FROM THE SECRETARY’S DESK

Warm Greetings from the Citizens Foundation! We are thrilled to unveil our latest monthly edition, illuminating the remarkable initiatives we undertook throughout July. With an unwavering dedication to building a sustainable future, we are delighted to announce the expansion of our outreach in northern India through Health initiatives at Panipat, Haryana. This month, Citizens Foundation has actively promoted health and nutrition among children and women in the northeastern state of Meghalaya through our Community Health Center (CHC). Concurrently, we have been working diligently to raise awareness about health and cleanliness in the region. Witnessing the profound positive impact of our efforts on these communities brings us immense joy and fulfillment.

Mr. Ganesh Reddy
Secretary Cum CEO
EXPANDING HEALTHCARE IN NORTHERN INDIA

Hon’ble CM of Haryana, Shri Manohar Lal ji, along with Shri Rameswar Teli, Minister of State in the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas of India in presence of Shri Shrikant Madhav Vaidya, Chairman IOCL, flags off the Mobile Medical Unit, a collaborative initiative by Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. & Citizens Foundation. Bringing quality healthcare to Panipat, we unite for a healthier community and a brighter future a joint effort by Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. & Citizens Foundation, bringing quality healthcare to the people of Panipat. Together, we are committed to making a positive impact on the community’s well-being.

FIELD VISIT OF OFFICIAL FROM LIC HFL

Mr. Sourav Chakraborty, CSR Associate of LIC HFL embarked on a visit to the villages of the LIC HFL Hriday project implementing by Citizens Foundation in Hallakandi, Assam, where he actively engaged with the community and VDC members, inspected renovation sites, and evaluated the condition of water facilities. He appreciated our implementation, and also offered valuable suggestions for improvement.

ORGANIC RURAL PRODUCT OUTLET INAUGURATED IN SIKKIM

Mr. Avishek Paul, HDFC Bank, Branch Manager Ranipool Branch, inaugurated the Organic Rural Product Outlet, with his field visit to HRDP Sikkim, where he witnessed firsthand the transformative impact of Citizens Foundation supported by HDFC Bank Parivartan. He visited ICDS center, Tailoring Training & Stitching Center, and RADJ Unit and appreciated our efforts in fostering positive change and uplifting lives. The Organic Rural Product Outlet will promote spice cultivation and farmers’ produces like spices, grains, honey, etc. will be sold. This eliminates middlemen and farmers get a great percentage of the selling price from outlet. The Unit caters to the district market and a large number of population who get organic and authentic produce.
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Village Health Nutritional Day (VHND) held at Alubari, Koolaghat, Dhorom, Dhorombasti, and Majai under Ichamati CHC, Meghalaya run & managed by Citizens Foundation. ANMs and ASHAs join forces to educate mothers and children on Anemia, Diarrhoea, and Handwashing techniques. Vaccinations were also provided to children for a healthier future.

AWARENESS PROGRAM ON WORLD POPULATION DAY

An Awareness Program on World Population Day was organized by Citizens Foundation supported by ESL Steel Limited under project AAROGYA at Madhunia Panchayat, Bokaro, Jharkhand. ANM and AWC workers promote population control methods and distribute contraceptives and birth control pills among the community.

PROMOTING WATER CONSERVATION & AGRICULTURE THROUGH WATERSHED ACTIVITIES IN GUMLA

Citizens Foundation and JIY collaborated to construct numerous watershed structures in Jari block, Gumla, Jharkhand. These structures serve multiple purposes, including water conservation, stream flow enhancement, irrigation facilitation, and agricultural promotion. They also contribute to the sustainability of streams, rivers, lakes, and groundwater sources. Moreover, these structures facilitate the development of healthy soil for crops and livestock while providing essential habitats for wildlife and plants.
MEGA HEALTH CAMP AT EAST SINGHBHUM

Healthcare for all: RITES Ltd. and Citizens Foundation came together to organize Mega Health Camp in Kaimi, Malabandhi, and Jamua Village, East Singhbhum, Jharkhand. With 1397 people benefiting from free medical advice, lab tests, and medicines, this initiative is making a positive impact on the community’s well-being.

STAKE HOLDER ORIENTATION PROGRAM AT GOMIA

Stakeholder Orientation on child development, health, and nutrition by Citizens Foundation & ONGC Foundation at Gomia CHC, Bokaro. Expert insights, project orientation, & enthusiastic participation from diverse organizations, including Water Supply and Sanitation Department and UNICEF, the program aims to Empower stakeholders, Anganwadi workers, supervisors, coordinators, and Sahiyas.

NURTURE GROWTH, CULTIVATING PROSPERITY: EMPOWERING JHARKHAND’S FARMERS WITH BIRSA KRISHI PATHSHALA

Citizens Foundation is undertaking the initiative of establishing Samekit Birsa Krishi Pathshala for the Government of Jharkhand in Kudu, Lohardaga. This visionary project aims to introduce cutting-edge farming techniques, cultivate various horticultural crops, promote modern methods of animal husbandry, enhance fisheries practices, and implement efficient irrigation systems. In essence, the Krishi Pathshala will serve as a comprehensive training center, equipping farmers with the knowledge and skills necessary to excel in their agricultural endeavors.